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Introduction: 
The Theatre Discipline is in the midst of reviewing the senior projects requirement. In the 
spring prior to the year in which students take the senior projects, they are asked to attend 
the theatre majors’ meeting. At this meeting, theatre faculty provide a detailed 
explanation of the requirements/guidelines for the senior projects. For those students 
unable to attend this meeting, faculty must meet with them individually in order to 
explain the requirements/guidelines. This is time-consuming and not a very efficient way 
to deliver the information. 
Last year we had 14 students taking part in a senior project  (2011-12) and only two of 
the three theatre faculty were  on campus each semester due to leaves and phased 
retirement. The time commitment was too high for each faculty member to adequately 
instruct each individual student through the process. In addition, the theatre faculty have 
not received recognition for this graduation requirement as part of the teaching load in the 
past. The workload for faculty varies from year to year because of the number of students 
who take the class. For example, in 2010-11 we had 5 senior projects and two of the three 
faculty here all year with  one faculty member here only one semester. No faculty was 
given release time for senior projects. In 2011-12, we had 14 senior projects and only one 
faculty member here all year and the other two faculty on campus for one semester. One 
faculty member had a class release for senior projects. The plan was to create a rotation 
of one faculty member getting a class release per year. This plan has already failed to 
work because the faculty member who was supposed to get a class release in 2012-13 got 
a semester leave so will no longer be taking a class release. What then happens to the 
rotation? Due to changing number of senior projects, leaves, phased retirements and 
sabbatical the workload is unbalanced between faculty from year to year. Students taking 
the senior project on a year with a high number of seniors will not receive the same time 
commitment from the faculty member as the years with fewer students.   
Learning Goals:  
Upon successful completion of these senior projects, students should be able to 
• demonstrate the ability to explain a clear plan and form a clear argument on 
project proposals. Some examples of project proposals might be to act as assistant 
set designers for a theatre discipline production, to choreograph the musical, to 
translate a play into English from another language, to create a visually 
stimulating and functional set design, or to create visually exciting moves based 
on the style of musical, among other possibilities. 
• examine, analyze, document and critique their own work with the project through 
a written paper.  
• demonstrate knowledge of the subject matter and critical thinking in both written 
and verbal formats. 
• demonstrate problem-solving skills in the paper by commenting on areas that did 
not go well in the project and reflecting on how they could solve the problems in 
the future.  
Assessment Measures:  
• Students will clearly explain what they would like to do and form a clear 
argument as to why they should be allowed to take on the project.  
• Students will document the project in a written paper. The paper will include an 
examination and analysis  of the students’ work through self-reflection. The 
students will be expected to verbalize learned behavior through efforts that were 
successful and efforts that would need changing if they were to do the project 
again.  
• Students will present the results of their research in a professional evaluation 
session to the theatre faculty. 
• Students will present the senior project material in a professional portfolio layout 
shared with the theatre faculty.  
Changes based on Assessment: 
• We have created a document explaining the senior project process and provide 
this to all seniors. It is posted on the theatre call board, is available in the 
greenroom, and can be sent out electronically to all seniors. We will also make it 
available on our web site once the site is up and running. 
• We need to convey the basic information and rules of the senior projects within 
the context of a Theatre Methods class. 
• We need a plan for balancing the workload, variation of numbers who fulfill the 
project on a yearly basis, and compensation for faculty guiding the students 
through the project. 
• We began a rotation of one faculty member getting a class release to handle the 
senior projects. (The change did not solve our overload issue or unbalance or 
work load) 
Recommendations for Improving Assessment Process: 
• Get input from Administration how to best handle time release and/or overload.  
